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Aws cli cloudformation stack outputs

[aws . cloudformation] describe-stack-set --stack-set-name &lt;value&gt; [-cli-input-json | --cli-input-yaml] [-create-cli-skeleton] --stack-set-name (string) the name or unique identifier of the stack set &lt;value&gt;whose description you want. The JSON string follows the pattern provided by --create-cli-skeleton. If other
arguments are provided at the command line, these values override the values provided by JSON. Arbitrary binary values cannot be transferred using a value provided by JSON because the string will be taken literally. Do not specify this along with input-cli-yaml. --create-cli-skeleton (string) JSON skeleton printing to
standard output without sending an API request. If provided without value or input, prints JSON sample input that can be used as an argument for - cli-input-json. Similarly, if sea input is provided it will print YAML input that can be used with --cli-input-yaml. If the value is provided to it, it validates the command indents and
returns sample output for that command. See 'aws help' for descriptions of global parameters. To get information about the next example stack set of the Title Stack, details about the specified warehouse set are displayed. aws cloudformation describe-stack-set \ --stack-set-my-stack-set output: { StackSetSet: {
StackSetName: my-stack-set,StackSetId: stack-set:296a3360-xmpl-40af-be78-9341e95bf743, description: Create Amazon's SNS theme Status: On, TemplateBody: AWSTemplateFormatVersion: '2010-09-09'Description: AWS SNS SubjectSource: Subject: Type: AWS::SNS::Subject, Parameters: [], Capabilities: [], Tags:
[], StackSetARN: arn:aws:cloudformation:us-west-2:123456789012:stackset/enable-config:296a3360-xmpl-40af-be78-9341e95bf743, AdministrationRoleARN: arn:aws:iam::123456789012:Role/AWSCloudFormationStackSet The feature, ExecutionRoleName: AWSCloudFormationStackSetExecutionRole } StackSet -&gt;
(Structure) Specified Stack Set. StackSetName -&gt; (string) The name associated with the stack. StackSetId -&gt; (String) Description -&gt; (String) Description of the stack set you specified when creating the stack set or updating. Status -&gt; (String) The status of a stack. TheBody template -&gt; (string) the structure
containing the body of the template used to create or update the stack set. Parameters -&gt; (list) list of input parameters for stack. What are you doing? Parameter data type. ParameterKey -&gt; (string) The key associated with the parameter. If you do not specify a key and value for a particular parameter, AWS
CloudFormation uses the default value specified in your template. ParameterValue -&gt; (string) is the input value associated with the parameter. Use PreviousValue -&gt; (Boolean) during stack update, use the existing parameter value that stack uses for a given parameter key. &lt;/value&gt;&lt;/value&gt;You must
specify true, do not specify a parameter value. Capabilities &gt; -&gt; (String) detected -&gt; (list) Capabilities allowed in the stack set. Some stack order templates may include resources that can affect permissions on your AWS account — for example, by creating new AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM) users.
For more information, see Recognizing IAM Resources in AWS CloudFormation Formats. What are you doing? Tags -&gt; (list) A list of tags that specify information about the warehouse set. A maximum of 50 tags can be specified. What are you doing? The tag type allows you to specify a key value pair that can be used
to store information about the AWS CloudFormation stack. Required &gt; -String (String). String used to identify this tag. You can specify a maximum of 128 characters for a tag key. Tags owned by Amazon Web Services (AWS) have the prefix reserved: aws:. Value -&gt; (string) required. String containing the value for
this tag. You can specify a maximum of 256 characters for a tag value. StackSetARN -&gt; (String) Amazon Resource Number (ARN) of the stack set. AdministrationRoleARN -&gt; (String) The number of Amazon resources (ARN) of the IAM role used to create or update the stack group. Use custom administrator roles
to determine which users or groups can manage specific stack sets within the same administrator account. For more information, see Prerequisites: Grant permissions for stack set operations in the AWS CloudFormation User's Guide. ExecutionRoleName -&gt; (string) The name of the IAM execution role used to create
or update a stack. Use custom performance roles to determine which resources stack users and groups can include in their stacks. StackSetDriftDetectionDetails -&gt; (Structure) Detailed information about the drift status of the cartridge set. For stack sets, contains information about the last completed drift operation
performed on the stack set. Information about drift operations in progress is not included. Status &gt; (string) of the actual configuration state of the stack set compared to the expected format and parameter configuration. A stack set is considered adrift if one or more of its stack instances have drifted from the expected
format and parameter configuration. Drifting : One or more stack instances belonging to the stack stack is different from the expected format and parameter configuration. A stack instance is considered adrift if one or more of the resources in the associated stack have drifted. NOT_CHECKED : AWS CloudFormation did
not test the stack set for drift. IN_SYNC: All stack instances belonging to the stack stack match from the expected format and parameter configuration. DriftingDetectionStatus -&gt; (String) The status of the drift detection operation set stack. Completed : The drift detection operation completed without failing stack
instances. Failed : The erosion detection operation exceeded the specified failure tolerance. The drift detection operation is complete without exceeding the failure tolerance for the operation. IN_PROGRESS: Erosion detection is currently in progress. Stopped : The user has canceled the drift detection operation.
LastDriftCheckTimestamp -&gt; (time-time) Last time when CloudFormation performed a drift detection operation on the stack set. This value will be NULL for each stack set where the drift detection has not yet been executed. TotalStackInstanceCount -&gt; (inteam) The total number of stack instances belonging to this
stack. The total number of stack instances is equal to the total sio of: stack instances that match the stack set configuration. Stack instances that have drifted from the cartridge set configuration. Stack instances where the drift detection operation failed. Stack instances are now drifting to a drift.
DriftedStackInstanceCount -&gt; (ink) The number of stack instances that have been swept away from the expected format and parameter configuration of the stack set. A stack instance is considered a paraphrase if one or more of the resources in the associated stack do not match their expected configuration.
InSyncStackInstanceCount -&gt; (ink number) The number of stack instances that match the expected format and parameter configuration of the stack set. InProgressStackInstanceCount -&gt; (ink number) The number of stack instances currently being tested to drift. Failed StackInstanceCount -&gt; (ink number)
number of stack instances for which the drift detection operation failed. Automatic deployment -&gt; (structure) [service-managed permissions] describes whether StackSets is automatically deployed in AWS Organizations accounts that are added to a target organization or organizational unit (OU). Enabled -&gt;
(Boolean) If set to true, StackSets automatically deploys additional stack instances to AWS Organizations accounts that are added to a target organization or organizational unit (OU) in the specified zones. If an account is removed from a target organization or OU, StackSets deletes stack instances from the account in
the specified areas. Keep StacksOnAccountRemount &gt; (Boolean) If set to true, stack resources are saved when an account is removed from a target organization or OU. If set to false, stack resources are deleted. Specify only if enabled is set to True. The -&gt; (String) permission describes how the required IAM roles
are created for stack operations. Enterprise Root IDs -&gt; (List) [Service Managed Permissions] The enterprise or organizational unit (OU) IDs you specified for DeploymentTargets . What are you doing? NOTE: You are viewing the documentation for an older major version of AWS CLI (version 1). AWS CLI version 2,
the latest major version of AWS CLI, is now stable and recommended for general use. To view this page for version 2 of AWS CLI, click here. For more information, see the AWS CLI version 2 installation instructions and the migration guide. I don't know what to do. [List-Export [---Ct-Jason] &lt;value&gt;[--starting-token]
&lt;value&gt;[-Max &lt;value&gt;items] [-create-cli-skeleton] &lt;value&gt;-cli-input-json (string) performs a method based on the supplied JSON string. The string JSON follows the format provided by --create-cli-skeleton. Arbitrary binary values cannot be transferred using a value provided by JSON because the string will
be taken literally. --An initial token (string) token to indicate where to start starting the stringling at the beginning of the stringly. This is NextToken from a previously assigned response. , provide the NextToken value in the initial token area of a successor command. Do not use the NextToken response component directly
outside the AWS CLI. For examples of use, see Pigeon in the AWS Command-Line Interface User's Guide. --create-cli-skeleton (string) JSON skeleton printing to standard output without sending an API request. If provided without value or input, prints JSON sample input that can be used as an argument for - cli-input-
json. If the value is provided to it, it validates the command indents and returns sample output for that command. See 'aws help' for descriptions of global parameters. To list export the following example for exporting a list shows a list of exports from stacks in the current region. aws cloudformation list-exports Output: {



Exports: [ { ExportingStackId: arn:aws:cloudformation:us-west-2:123456789012:stack/private-vpc/99764070-b56c-xmpl-bee8-062a88d1d800, Name: private-vpc-subnet-a, Value: subnet-07b410xmplddcfa03 }, { ExportingStackId: arn:aws:cloudformation:us-west-2:123456789012:stack/private-vpc/99764070-b56c-xmpl-
bee8-062a88d1d800, Name: private-vpc-subnet-b, Value: subnet-075ed3xmplebd2fb1 }, { ExportingStackId: arn:aws:cloudformation:us-west-2:123456789012:stack/private-vpc/99764070-b56c-xmpl-bee8-062a88d1d800, Name: private-vpc-vpcid, Value: vpc-011d7xmpl100e9841 } ] } Exports -&gt; (list) The output for the
ListExports action. (structure) The Export structure describes the exported output values for a stack. ExportingStackId -&gt; (string) The stack that contains the exported output name and value. Name -&gt; (string) The name of the exported output value. Use this name and the Fn::ImportValue function to import the value
associated with other stacks. The name is defined in the Export field in the Ports section of the associated stack. Value -&gt; (string) The value of the exported output, such as a resource's physical identifier. This value is set in the Export field in the Ports section of the associated stack. Nakasitoken&lt;/value&gt;
&lt;/value&gt; &lt;/value&gt; &lt;/value&gt;What are you doing? If the output exceeds 100 exported output values, a string that identifies the next page of the export. If there is no additional page, this value is null. Null.
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